Introduction
C a l y p s o S c o r e is a powerful app. You may explore it by trial and error, but you
will certainly soon be back here. To get familiar with your new app, probably the best
and fastest approach would be, to make your own first song from ground up. You will
learn how to get the sheets into your song, how to prepare the song for the automatic
page layout during your performance and how to assign audio files to your song, so
you can hear the music in sync with your score.
If you want to immediately dive into the Fakebook viewer and how to get your fake
books into C a l y p s o S c o r e , then read on here. But be sure to come back to this
intro to familiarize yourself with C a l y p s o S c o r e and get the full power out of it.
Before you switch away from here, let me first give you a very coarse overview, how
C a l y p s o S c o r e is structured.
You've probably already used the main navigator tabs shown on the left. These are
for now best accessible if you turn your iPad to landscape orientation. With these tabs
you switch between the main viewers of C a l y p s o S c o r e . Those are from left to
right:
the Songbook viewer has the main features. Here you organize
all your songs into song books. These songs are capable of
automatic page turning. Here you can play your recording in sync
with your scores. Of course you can annotate your scores and create setlists for your
gigs. In this viewer you have three additional tabs, which distinguish the three song
modes:

song edit mode
performance mode
setlist edit mode
the Fakebook viewer is probably best suited for your jam
sessions. After you have imported your own fakebook PDFs, you
have instant access to all titles of them. You can even search for a
tune in all your fake books. This viewer also provides you annotations, audio
capabilities and setlists.
in the Files viewer you have access to the files of the public
documents folder. You have access to its files with Apple's Files
App or with iTunes on your desktop computer. You can preview
many file types, rename files and delete them once you don't need them any more.
the last tab opens Calypso's preferences

C a l y p s o S c o r e provides you with some demo songs to give you a first
impression of its real power. This is explained in the Quickstart chapter.
How to get pdf files (your music scores or your lyrics) and audio files into C a l y p s o
S c o r e is explained in the iTunes chapter.

One more thing i want to mention before we start:
C a l y p s o S c o r e is a powerful app which is thoroughly tested by musicians at
home and on stage. But i'm sure you will unveil some remaining bugs and issues.
Please let me know of them. I will do my best to eliminate this kind of vermin.
Because programming bugs may result in data loss, keep in mind:

Don't forget to backup!
With the capabilities of C a l y p s o S c o r e to export all your data to iCloud and
Dropbox, you can easily make backups of your work. iTunes also can make backups
of your complete iPad. When you restore your iPad from a previously saved backup,
Calypso's data will also be restored.

Quickstart
To get a first impression of the real power of C a l y p s o S c o r e , you should play
one of the included demo songs. This will demonstrate you, how the layout of the
music sheets will vary while you're playing your instrument to always show you the
recently played bars and the upcoming bars as well. So follow these simple steps. :
rotate your iPad to landscape mode
tap the book in the lower left corner
select the Beethoven book from that list
select the song 'Für Elise'
switch to performance mode at the bottom
rotate back to portait to fully read the score
select the audio play switch at the top toolbar, so it starts to blink
and finally double tap the first bar in the score to start the layout together
with the audio.
Watch what happens, then double tap again anywhere, to stop the song
and get back to this help.
You will have reallized a spot which moves along and thus shows you the current
playing position. There are various other spot types, including one that is invisible,
which you can select from the global preferences.
You certainly have further realized, that a green page divider did appear, which
separates the next needed page from the currently seen one. At a Da Capo or before
a jump to the Coda, those next needed pages will be shown, even if they are not the
adjacent ones. The green page divider will do his very best to allways show you
some bars in front and after a jump.
As you could see, the spot did know all the jumps and repetitions, which were input in
the song edit mode. The bar markers, these jumps and possibly some changes of
the tempo and time signature will be entered in the song edit mode.
Did you during the replay tap on your music score? Then you realized the spot
jumping to that bar. And with the spot also the music jumped to that measure. You will
love this feature.
If you sometimes play your piece faster or slower, you'll use that behavior and tap
during a short pause on the measure you're currently playing. C a l y p s o S c o r e will
recalculate the tempo and thus adjust itself to your playing.
Try the other demo song then follow the quick guided tour to make your own first
song.

Your First Song
Let's make your first song from scratch. C a l y p s o S c o r e provides you the score
file and an mp3 file of the song ,The Entertainer'. You could import your own files, and
probably you know already how to achieve this. But you can better follow the following
instructions, if you take this old ragtime standard as your first choice.
If your iPad is in portrait orientation, you must tap on the list button on the top left to
get the list view. You can swipe from the left edge instead. This list can be a list of
song or fake books or a song list or the file list of your public folder.
To create a new song, you must ... well, create a new song in any of your songbooks.
Because neither Mozart nor Beethoven did compose ,The Entertainer', you decide, to
first make a new song book (some call it ,band book', if it holds all songs of their
band).
Get the list view with the above mentioned list button. Then select the
Songbook viewer and probably go back to the book list as shown by the
image on the left.
Tap on New on the top of the list of songbooks
This will create your first songbook ,Songbook #3', placed
between Beethoven and Mozart. As you can see, this has
still no cover. For now, you will just rename your new book
and assign an image of you or your band later.

To edit the title of your book, tap on the little shining icon on the right. Do not
select this entry by tapping anywhere else, because this would open the book
(which will be the next step)
If you didn't miss the small edit icon, you will see this songbook edit page.
Tap on ,Songbook #3', clear the text as usual with
the cross mark on the right and enter a title for this
book as you'd like.
If you would like, you can also enter the name of
your band - or your own name. These will be
shown, when it comes to the recordings later on.
For now leave the cover as is.
Now you are prepared to start with the new song.
Tap the newly created book (which is now renamed). Your book
will open and you will realize, that C a l y p s o S c o r e already
created a song for you and named it ,• New Song #1'.

First, let's enter some metadata for this song. Swipe the New

Song #1 entry to the left and tap the Edit button.

Enter the metadata as in the picture to the left. Then press
Done.

Ok, now it's time, to get your sheets into the song. Select the song edit
mode.
To manage your sheets, you use the sheet tools on the top left.
From left to right, these are for:
toggle sheet editing tool
choose the PDF for your music score pages
choose an image out of your photo library
rearrange the sheets
more options
With a newly created song you often start by tapping on the add PDF button.
As you can see, C a l y p s o S c o r e presents you a list of all pdf files
from your public folder. Experienced iPad users already know this as
the folder you have access to within iTunes for sharing files.
For now, you should import the four pages of The Entertainer pdf file.
So select this file.
You will see the first page of this pdf together with the sheet editing
tools enabled.

Let's start with the layout tools on the
bottom and the one in the center.
These allow you to rotate, zoom and
move sheet, all by tap'n'drag.
With the arrow buttons you can
change the visible page within the
PDF for the currently shown page of
your song.

Tapping the trash can will delete the
current page of your song. And - as
you have guessed - the sheet+
button adds a new page to your
song. For that new page Calypso
chooses the page after the currently
visible one out of the PDF.
To complete your song with all pages
out of the choosen PDF file you
simply have to tap this 'add sheet'
button three times. If you'd try to add
a fifth page, Calypso would inform
you, that there are no more pages in
the PDF.
So for now you are done with the
sheet tools on the lef.t

Especially when you have more than one page in a song and you want C a l y p s o
S c o r e to ,turn the pages' automatically for you, you must tell C a l y p s o S c o r e ,
where all your bars are. This is very easy and it is done almost as fast as just
counting the bars:
By tapping the leftmost edit bars button, you enter the appropriate mode.
Then tap on each bar starting from the top left.

You will see, that the bar markers will
be numbered as you enter them. You
can also see, that all bar markers of
one staff will be aligned horizontally.
It is therefore important, that you tap
the bars on an equal height. If one
marker is placed below or above the
others, C a l y p s o S c o r e
assumes, that you just started a new
staff. If that happens, drag the bar to
it's correct position.

If you missed a bar - or if C a l y p s o S c o r e missed one, just tap on the bar again.
All bars will be renumbered accordingly. You can also delete a bar: tap it once to get
the minus sign then tap this sign.
Did you realize from the quickstart lesson, that the moving spot changed his size
according to the width of the bars? This is because C a l y p s o S c o r e estimates the
height and width of the bars with the positioning of adjacent bar markers. The layout
of the currently visual pages relies on the estimated dimension of the bars. It is
therefore essential, that you position the bar markers more or less in the middle of the
bars.
When you're done with the first page, continue placing the bar markers on the
remaining pages of the song. You can swipe to the next page without leaving the bar
edit mode. By the way: remember, that tapping once with two fingers will hide/show
the toolbars.
As you advance to the end of the song, i.e. the last bar on page 4, you will become
familiar with this procedure. At the end, you will do this really fast, right? When done,
leave the edit bars mode by tapping the button on the top.

Ok. You may now switch to the performance mode - as you've done before in
the quickstart lesson - and start your first song by double tapping on the first
bar (remember to jump to the first/last page by swiping with two fingers).
If you tap the metronome button on the top right,
you can hear the metronome click. The tempo is
by default 120 bpm (beats per minute), which is
not so bad for this song. If you want to adjust the
tempo, tap & hold the metronome to get the song
preferences (the small triangle in some buttons
tells you, that you can tap & hold the button to
access more options). Adjust the tempo with the
wheel or by tapping and start the song again by
double tapping the first bar.
Start and stop the metronome by switching the
button itself, even when this box is shown. At the
bottom of this box you get some more clickoptions.

When you watch the spot, you'll soon notice,
that there is still something to do: to enter the
repetitions and jumps, come back to the song
edit mode.
There select the edit jump button.

The first jump is a repetition from bar #20 in the
first ending back to bar #5 at the top of the page.
When defining jumps, you always first tap the
jump source, then the jump destination. When
you've done this, it will look like this:
As you can see on the left,
the source jump mark is red and a destination jump mark is
green. Furthermore, the mark shows a description of the source
bar and the destination bar as well. The small dot is assigned to
the jump itself. So ,20•>5' is the jump marker at bar #20, which
is the source of the jump as the dot belongs to the number on

the left. Accordingly ,20>•5' describes a jump from bar #20 to #5,
but this marker belongs to the destination bar and therefore the
arrow points into the marker.
Let's make the next pair of jump markers: when
repeating the first section, the song must jump into
the second ending. That is, it must jump from bar #19
to bar #21. So, first tap on bar #19 then tap on the
bar of the second ending.
Yes, it's such easy. But nevertheless, there are some
very important things you must be aware of:
The sequence of the input of jump markers is
essential important! For our example, it is not possible to enter our second pair of
jump markers at first (from bar #19 to #21) and afterwards the jump 20>5. When
reaching the jump marker 19*>21, the song jumps to bar #21 and thereby skips and
never reaches the jump in the first ending. The most important rule is:

Jumps should be entered in the same chronological order as you
would perform the song.
If you accidentally missed a jump, you may invoke the jump manager.
The second important thing to mention here is:

Jumps are used only once.
For example: if you just entered the jump for a Da Capo, there are no jumps ahead,
even if you've input some before. Those before entered jumps are all only used once
- before the Da Capo and not thereafter. If you need those jumps again, just enter
them once more.
Further information about jumps can be found in the jump section of the song edit
mode chapter. There you will read about repeating jumps, deleting jumps, moving
jump markers around and the Fine, i.e. stop in the middle of a song. You don't need
these special considerations now.
Also there you should read about repeating bars and how to change the tempo and
bpb (beats per bar) within a song.
For this short guided tour you are now ready to start your very first song in the
performance mode again and watch the jumps and the automatic page layout. If you
want to import a mp3 file of The Entertainer you should continue reading here.

The Songbook Info
Here you just enter the bookname and the band
name or composer name. The latter is used as
the name of the performer of your audio recordings.
If the composer switch to the right is ON, then all
newly created songs will get this composer.
If you'd like to organize some of your songs into
songbooks with different keys, you can select a key
for all your songs in this song book. All newly
created songs within this song book will inherit this
transpose key.
By double tapping the image, you get into the
image composer to design a cover for this
songbook. Mostly this would only be a photo out of
your photo library. But you can also arrange more
photos and crop, resize and rotate them to get a
nice cover for your songbook.

By tapping the import button above the list of songbooks you may import a complete
songbook with cover, the songs itselfs and the recordings. This is explained here.

With the adjacent new button, you add a new songbook to your list. A new songbook
also creates a new first song for you.

With the export button you can export a whole sonbook with all its scores and even
together with the synchronized recordings if you'd like. An export may not only be
useful for sharing your work but may also be an option to backup your data to iCloud
or the Dropbox. All export features are explained here.

The Song Edit Mode
Editing the song title and other song data is not restricted to the Song Edit Mode. This can
always be done when you see the song list. But adding music score sheets out of a PDF
(or photos) and preparing a song for the auto layout engine must be done in this song
edit mode.

Editing the song meta data
To enter or edit the song meta data you first have to swipe the list entry to the
left. Then tap on the Edit button. This will reveal the Song Meta Data Panel.
In the Meta Data Panel you enter the title,
composer, poet, genre and the year of this
composition.
Setting the transpose key will show you that info in
the list and thus allows you to differentiate between
transposed music scores.
With the Close Sticky Notes switch you can choose,
whether Calypso should always close any sticky
notes within that song. If this option is OFF, Calypso
will not touch these notes.
With the button on the top left you can link
a song to other song books.
When you tap this button a list of all your
song books will open. Simply select or
deselect the book(s) you wish this song be
included.
Calypso does not make a copy of your
song. It will just make another reference in the selected song books. Thus the
song will also be available there.
button will export your song book. The many export / import
The
capabilities of C a l y p s o S c o r e will be explained in detail here.
And finally the
annotations.

button will mail your song as a PDF with all your

By swiping the list entry to the right, you can quickly assign a color label to the
song. The meaning of these labels is free to you. Examples are:
the difficulty level
a favorite category
cha cha, tango, quickstep, walz ...
Mac users know such file labels for long and will appreciate this for sure.

Song Editing
Edting a song consists of two parts:

editing the music score sheets
bar editing for the autolayout engine
These buttons on the left of the top toolbar handle the sheets.

With the buttons on the right of the toolbar you insert bar-, jump- and tempo markers.

PDF excerpts vs. screenshots
Prior to v4, Calypso Score saved screenshot images of your PDF sheets into its database.
Now Calypso makes a copy of a PDF page and saves this copy. That has various
advantages:
PDF pages often need less storage compared to screenshots. A 12" iPad Pro
would generate a screenshot which is way too big. On the other side songs created
with an iPad 2 look blurry on a 12" iPad Pro.
PDF pages are always rendered in the best way on all devices, no matter on which
device a song was created.
the sheets can re-layouted as the original PDF page is always available, even if the
original PDF file is missing.
So, you still can and should delete a PDF file after you've made all songs out of that PDF.
That helps to keep your documents folder clutter free.
There are two drawbacks with Calypso using PDF excerpts instead of screenshots:
rendering the PDF pages is slower than just showing images. This only matters on
older devices or if your song consists of many pages.
songs created with v4 can still be shared with prior versions of Calypso, but these
songs will not show the included PDF pages and therefore you won't see any
music score. After upgrading Calypso to v4+, the songs will be shown normally.

Songs created with v4 aren't compatible in older versions of Calypso
Score.

Managing the sheets of a song
By enabling this button you'll get the sheet editing tools. These tools allows you to change
the layout of a sheet (rotate, zoom & move), choose another page of the underlying PDF
file, delete a sheet from a song and add a new one. The details are explained later in this
chapter.

To add a new page to a song, tap on this button. If a song does not yet have any sheets,
you must choose a pdf from which the music score pages come from. Thereafter, tapping
this button again will create a new sheet in your song. The new sheet will take the page
following the currently visible PDF page.
As indicated by the small triangle you can long press this button. You will again get the file
selector to choose another PDF for your newly created song pages.

You may also add a photo as a new page to your song. By tapping this button you can
browse your photo library and add one as a song sheet.

With this tool, you may modify the order of the sheets. When you activate this mode, all
sheets will shrink and you may tap one and drag it to another position.

In any case, when the sheets were modified, existing bars will be renumbered (see
below).

Tapping this button will bring up a menu with additional options:
As explained earlier in this chapter C a l y p s o
S c o r e now makes a copy of a PDF page
and save this copy into it's database. But you
still can use images instead of PDF pages.
The main reason to do so is, if your sheet
should be composed of various music score
snippets, i.e. cutting your sheets apart and
composing a final image of these snippets.
For this purpose you can create a new
composed image or edit one. In both cases
this will open the Image Composer. This is the
same tool you use to create and edit the cover
of your songbooks and is therefore explained
in more detail here
Earlier in this chapter you read about the conversion of songs. This is essentially a
substitution of the previouly saved screenshots with a copy of a sheet from the original
PDF file. For this Calypso needs the original PDF file with the exact file name. But if you
don't have this exact file any more, you can substitute a page's content.

When this option is ON, adding a
new page will instead substitute
it. You will get an overlay to the
original content. Thus you can
layout the new sheet until it
matches the original one. The
bars and all annotations will stay
at the right position.
When you switch OFF this option, Calypso
will reinsure, whether you you really want
to substitute the constent of n edited
pages.

Finally here are two important tipps:

If your tune is known in the fakebook viewer, there is a very handy shortcut
to make a song out of it.
and

If a PDF file only holds one single song, you can quickly create a song with
all pages of that PDF.

The editing tools
The Editing Tools are available not only in the Edit mode of the Songbook Viewer, but also
in the Fakebook and the Documents Viewer. The latter two modes do not provide the
Delete and the Add Sheet button, though. The purposes of these tools are to
layout the sheet (rotate, zoom and position)
browse the underlying PDF
add / delete a sheet from a song
The layout of a sheet can be changed
with two finger gestures. But the lower
buttons and the one in the center offer a

more precise and convenient method to
rotate, zoom and position a sheet. Since
v4 C a l y p s o S c o r e remembers a
layout for every single page of any PDF.
You can define a layout (rotation, zoom
and position) as the Default Layout. This
will always be used if there is no
previously saved layout.
The arrow buttons switch to the previous
or next page within a PDF. These are
absent if an image is shown instead of a
PDF page.
Available only in the Edit Mode of the
Songbook Viewer are the two buttons on
the top left, with which you can delete a
page or add a new one to the song.

Editing bars
The real power unfolds in the Performance Mode, when C a l y p s o S c o r e 's automatic
page layout helps you reading your score with almost no manual interaction. To make this
possible, you should mark all bars of your sheets simply by tapping on each of them in
your music score. With the position of these bar markers, C a l y p s o S c o r e can
estimate all necessary information for the automatic page layout. By also entering some
jumps and eventually changes in tempo, C a l y p s o S c o r e will do a really good job for
you during your performance.
Entering the bar markers is essential. You may not add a jump or a tempo change without
having marked the bars before. Entering bars is as fast and easy as counting the bars of
your sheet.
To enter or edit bars, activate the bars editing mode. Then tap on each bar of your
sheets. C a l y p s o S c o r e will horizontally align all bars of one staff. It is therefore
important, that you tap the bars on an equal height. If one marker is placed below or
above the others, C a l y p s o S c o r e assumes, that you just started a new staff. If that
happens unintendendly, drag the bar marker to it's correct position.
To delete a bar, tap it once to get the minus sign then tap this sign.

If you missed a bar, that doesn't matter; on

each new bar, all bar markers will be
realligned and (re)numbered accordingly.

A feature that certainly will be highly appreciated by
members of an orchestra or a bigband, is the possibility to
double tap on a bar and enter the bar count:

If the song is started in the performance mode and reaches
such a multiple bar, a count down will be shown showing you
the remaining bar counts. The spot will continue moving at
the last count (showing a ,1') to be at the next bar just in
time.

Edit jumps
Jumps in C a l y p s o S c o r e rebuild the structure of a song. A repeat, a jump into a
second ending, a Da Capo or a jump to the Coda are all achieved with jump markers. A
jump consist of a jump source and a jump destination. A 'Fine', i.e. where the song ends,
is also considered as a jump, but without a jump destination; therefore, a Fine can also be
entered in this mode.
Tap the edit jump button to activate this mode. Then, first tap on the source bar and then
the destination bar (which may be on another page) to establish a jump. Source and
destination bars may be on different pages; just swipe as usual to go to another page.
As you can see on the left, the source jump mark is red and a destination jump mark is
green. Furthermore, the mark shows a description of the source bar and the destination
bar as well. The small dot is assigned to the jump itself. So ,20•>5' is the jump marker at
bar #20, which is the source of the jump as the dot belongs to the number on the left.
Accordingly ,20>•5' describes a jump from bar #20 to #5, but this
marker belongs to the destination bar and therefore the arrow points
into the marker.

A jump into a second ending looks like this:

The sequence of the input of jump markers is essentially important! Have a look at the last
image. If you would enter the jump from bar #19 to #21 and afterwards the jump from #20
to #5, that could not work: if by the first jump the bar #19 is skipped and therefore this
jump would not be applied. Bar #20 would be unreachable (except there ould be another
jump back to say bar #5).
The most important rule is:

Jumps should be entered in the same chronological order as you
would perform the song.
If you missed a jump, this was very annoying before version 2 of C a l y p s o S c o r e . But
since then, there is a possibility to manage jumps, which is described in a moment.
The second important thing to mention here is:

Jumps are used only once.
For example: if you just entered the jump for a Da Capo, there are no jumps ahead, even if
you've input some before. Those before entered jumps are all only used once - before the
Da Capo and not thereafter. If you need those jumps again, just enter them once more.
The result could look like on this screenshot.
You can see that a bar can hold multiple jump markers. You may
drag each jump marker within a bar to arrange them such they
also represent the sequence of use.

Though each jump is used only once, you can
assign them a repeat count. After you have
entered both the jump source and the destination
as well, double tap on the red source marker to
get the box shown on the left. There you can also
specify, that you want a jump to be repeated
forever until you tap another bar, to where the song should continue. This is called on cue
and is often used by jazz musicians.
You may also (temporarily) disable a jump, e.g. when no one else wanna play another
chorus (which really happens seldom among most jazz musicians).

You can delete jump markers. As with bar markers tap once on a
jump marker and then tap the minus sign. If you delete a red source
marker, the corresponding green destination marker will also
disappear. Deleting a green destination marker leaves the
corresponding source as is. But when you leave the jump edit mode,
any source marker with no assigned destination will also be deleted.

There is to point out that a source marker may also mark the end of
the song (Fine). Double tap on a red source marker, which still has
no destination assigned, to get the box on the right (if it has an
assigned destination, you would get the above mentioned repeat
box).
Finally, you should know, that you can drag markers around to
change their assigned bar. The description on the markers will
change accordingly.

Jump marker manager
Of great help since version 2.0 is the jump marker manager, which you
get by a tap & hold onto the jump edit button. Here you can rearrange
the order of the jumps.
You may also disable some jumps. Imagine for example, for the encore
you want to play a tune again. Because you've allready played this on
the gig, you want to play a shortened version and jump just into the
Coda. Often this is the last jump in the list on the left (88 > 123). So you
may disable some jumps before or you may drag the last one to a
previous position.
If you do the latter, you will
realize, that the remaining jumps
will dimm as in this image, after
the jump to the Coda was moved
up; they became unreachable and
won't apply.
Tapping on a red or green jump
mark in the list will select the
appropriate marker in the sheet.
Within the jump marker manager
you may also delete the selected pair of jump markers or all jumps at
once.

Edit tempo markers
If the tempo or the beats per bar changes within a song, you can insert a tempo marker
after you selected the edit tempo button. Set the appropriate values in the upcoming
popover shown on the right.
Enter the new tempo with the wheel or by tapping the
tempo on the tap field. Tapping on the green number on
top resets the tempo to that value. You can switch the
metronome on to hear or see the entered tempo.
The BPB selector on the bottom of this dialog allows you to
change the beats per bar.

The Performance Mode
This is the performance mode. You have setup your metadata and your bars &
jumps as well. So you are now prepared to perform your song with the aid of
the automatic page layout of C a l y p s o S c o r e .
Here you have access to some song specific settings, which may be all important for
your performance. This is also the best place to add annotations to your score. And
probably you want to record your rehearsal or listen to imported famous recordings.
This all is achieved within this performance mode.
But the main reason you are here is to 'start' the song, i.e. to show the spot and start
the automatic layout. So, simply double tap on any bar to do this. There are more
gestures to start the song and some other gestures, you should master. Those are all
explained here.
Let me emphasize that again:

You should learn about all taps and swipes!

Song preferences
By tap & hold (long press) of the metronome button you get the song
preferences.
Here you may set the tempo of the song. This by default is 120 bpm. You
may set it by the wheel or by tapping the tempo on the tap field.
You should also set the value for beats per bar. This value not only
modifies the click sound, but also has an impact on the tempo of the
moving spot: the more beats a bar has, the slower this spot will advance.
With the next parameter you set the number of precount bars. If you set
the click parameter at the bottom to 'only PC' (only PreCount), the
metronome will stop after these bars.
The metronome can be
audible only, visible only or
both. The visible metronome
is just a small bar with up to 6
flashing lights. It appears at
the top of the screen, when
the metronome is switched ON
and disappears, when not
used any more. If more than 6 beats are selected, the last light will flash
until the next 'one'.
To start the metronome, simply single tap on the metronome button.
The more you are familiar with the performance mode, the more you will
appreciate the job of C a l y p s o S c o r e for the automatic layout. You
will almost always see enough bars ahead. Your tempo may vary and it
doesn't matter a lot. You may always touch the bar where you really are
and C a l y p s o S c o r e will jump to there and internally adjust the
tempo approprately to honor your current mood.
But you will also realize, that there are occasional situations, where

C a l y p s o S c o r e can't layout to generously show you enough bars around your
current play position. I will be working on that problem (perhaps you have a solution
for it - then, please let me know). But until then, the layout slider may be helpful.
Mostly this slider may stay in the mid position. But if there is a layout problem, then
you may decide, that you would preferably see the upcoming bars. The more this
slider is set to the right, the more C a l y p s o S c o r e will look ahead; and vice versa.
At those critical layouts, the slider position has a noticeable impact on the layout. But
in most other situations, the effect is less obvious.

Annotations
Frequently you'd like to write any notes into your scores or you want to mark a segno
or some accents. That's where the powerful annotations of C a l y p s o S c o r e
become handy. They are always just one touch away when you need them. As you
certainly have realized already, they lie at the top toolbar in the performance mode.
Editing annotations is only allowed in single page view. As most music scores are in
portrait orientation you should turn your iPad equally to only view one single page.
When tapping the Annotation icon the toolbars hide and a 'floating
annotation window' will appear. You can drag this window and position
anywhere. Or just push it to a corner. During drawing it goes away
automatically.
As you can see on the left, you can choose among 4 annotation types:
Text
Symbols
Marker
Pen
Each of these types offers an own set of 4
colors. By long tapping on a color button you
can edit the color.
Perhaps you should think of a consistent
usage of the colors. Red could be used to
catch your attention whereas blue could be
regular playing instructions. Or use equal
colors for highlighting two corresponding Segno
or Coda signs.

Text Annotations
Before entering or editing any text annotation, you should expand the list of
predefined text styles with the small triangle at the top left. Then select a text style
and set the text attributes like its color, bold, italic and the box style. To adjust the font
and font size tap on the 'i'-button.
To actually make a text annotation,
simply touch on the score where you
want to place the annotation. As long as
a text annotation is edited, changing any
attributes will change those of the
current annotation but won't change the

predefined style.
You can size the box as you'd like with
the yellow resizing handle at the lower right.

Change the font size of the selected text annotation by
simply pinching with two fingers.
To place the text elsewhere, drag the text box with the handle on the
top right. If a text annotation currently is not being edited, you can
drag the text without that handle. A loup will help to place it properly.
If you'd like to change the style of an existing text annotation, just tap
a text annotation once. All modifications are only applied to this
selected text. The predefined styles remain unchanged.

Sticky Notes
The last attribute button will transform your annotation into a yellow stiky
note.
Stickies could be
instructions from a teacher
or the text for the
presentation of the next
song. In general, stickies
are text annotations which
you do not need during your
performance. Therefore they
disappear as soon as you
start the song.
Because sticky notes could hold long text, you can shrink them
to smaller representations as in the image on the left. Simply
touch a sticky note to shrink or expand it.
This behavior can be changed in
the song metadata panel. Here
you can choose, whether C a l y p s o S c o r e should
always shrink sticky notes.
You must not enter the text annotation mode to reposition a sticky note. C a l y p s o
S c o r e will remember both the closed and the open position. Sticky notes are hidden
as long as you are editing the song in the Song Edit mode.
If you place a closed sticky note near
the top left corner of the first page of
your score, that text will also be
shown in the extended list view. As an
example you thus could mark a score for Bb instruments.

Pen & Marker Drawing Annotations

To make a drawing annotation use the pencil tool or the marker tool. They are
almost the same. They only have different predefined line thickness values.
Similar to text annotations you can adjust the line thickness of a selected
drawing by pinching with two fingers. Marker drawings always appear behind
any other annotations.
The available attributes are
straight lines
border line & box
magic wand
line & background eraser
The behavior of the magic wand also differs between pen and marker drawings.
Using the magic wand of the
pen mode tints the black
parts of your score. On the
right you see a blue box
drawn over some notes with
the magic wand selected
which results in blue tinted notes.
Using the
magic wand
of the
marker
mode tints
the light
background instead of text or
notes as you can see on the image to the right. Thus text and notes in your score
remain much more clear and crisp.
If you want to start with a drawing, you must touch on the screen and wait for a tiny
moment to distinguish it from a swipe (which could cause a page turn).
You can edit a drawing by simply tapping it. And as with text annotations you can
delete a drawing by tapping on the minus sign.
Using the Apple Pencil to start any annotation
There is an option in the Calypso settings which allows you to start an annotation
using the Apple Pencil without having to prior tap on the annotation button. This
option is ON by default.
Depending on the
initial direction and
steepness of the
pencil at a first touch
onto the music score
sheet you can start
any of the four
annotation types.
Refer to the image on
the right to get an
idea on how to start
these different
annotations.
This mysterious link button
When you add handwritten text annotations,
C a l y p s o S c o r e attempts to cumulate all lines
of your phrase to one object. You later can change
the attributes like color or thickness for the whole

group of lines.
There is a grouping-button on the top left of the
floating annotation window. During your writing you
will realize the grouping-button changing its state. This button also let's you manually
join additional lines to an existing drawing or handwritten text.
As an example you'd like to mark an area within
your score. At first you draw the left line. But you
want to add an additional line. So after you've
selected the left drawing select the grouping-button
and then draw the line on the right which thus will
be linked to the first line. Finally switch off the
grouping. You then can modify the color or the line
thickness of the both lines.
When using the Apple Pencil for drawing a tap with a finger will stop the grouping. So
continue drawing with the pencil will start a new group of lines.
Erasing lines and cleaning your music score sheet
The line eraser will enable you to selectively delete lines out of a group.
If you tap once again on the eraser button, you'll get the white roll, which
allows you to magically delete scribbled text of your scanned music sheet.
The name of this tool is a little bit misleading, because this tool actually
draws with the 'background color', which could be some kind of gray. In fact, it even
tries to find a gradient to best clean your music sheet. The following images show you
the score before and after some cleaning annotations.

Because you wouldn't see the cleaning
annotations you've previously drawn,
those 'annotations' get a blue border as
shown on the right. These borders
appear as soon as you activate the white
roll.

Symbol Annotations
The last annotation tool is the symbol palette. This is a big
table of much more than 100 musical symbols of various
categories like dynamic, articulation, fingers, stave symbols
etc., including an editable guitar TAB. You scroll through
these categories by swiping the symbol palette itself or - faster
- by scrolling the categorie names at the bottom.
When you tap & hold on the current category name, you can
reorder the categories in the list.
A selected symbol can be made favorite by tapping the star
on the top left. All your favorite symbols are placed in the
favorite categories in front of all other categories.
To enter a symbol into your score, you should drag it out
from the palette. A magnifying glass will help you positioning
the symbol exactly where you'd like to.

After you dropped the symbol or when you
selected a symbol, it shows you handles for
deleting, moving and sizing. Sometimes, the
handles allow you to manipulate the drawing as
with the glissando in the previous image or with the
slur on the right. You can freely adjust the drawing
of the slur.
If the symbol is small, like a staccato dot for
example, it can be difficult to resize the symbol
with a handle. Often it is much more preferable to
resize a selected symbol by pinching with two
fingers.
Horizontal and vertical pinching may have different effects as with the crescendo
arrows.

Audio
Recording yourself

In the performance mode, you have access to the audio tool. You have the option to
record your rehearsal, practice or performance and you may import an audio file to
your music score. Because this is a very useful feature, you are not restricted to just
one audio file / recording. Make and handle as many recordings as you like. You are
only limited by the storage memory of your iPad.
When you tap the record button, the behaviour is twofold, depending on whether
there are assigned bars in the score or not:
Unsynchronized recordings:
With no assigned bars, the recording will immediately start. You have to stop it
manually by tapping the recording button again. Such a recording is called
unsynchronized. To playback those recordings, you have to open the recordings
manager by tap & hold on the play button. If you decide to add bars to the score, you
can still synchronize those recordings.
Synchronized recordings:
If you have assigned bars in the score your recording will automatically be
synchronized. That means: after you started a song, Calypso occasionally generates
a sync marker for the currently 'spotted' bar and thus assigns a playback time to that
bar. You can edit these time value later if you think, your timing wasn't perfect.
After tapping the record button it will start flashing slowly to remind you, that it is now
armed for a recording as soon as you start the song. The recording will start with the
precounter or when the listener appears. And it will stop automatically when the song
stopped (that is, the spot vanished and toolbars appeared). So, if you want to get your
applause recorded, you'd stop the song some minutes later.
To get an impression of your recording level, you can tap and hold
the recording button. Here you also can define the trigger level for
the listener (BTW: the listener should be your choice for a handsfree
start of your song!).

To listen to your synchronized recording, simply tap on the play
button and start your song. You may start the song anywhere
and you may also tap any bar during listening to advance the
recording to that time, when the spot reached that bar during the
recording. That may not always be exactly the bar you're just
listening. I.e., you've played the tune faster or slower as the tempo
you entered in the performance preferences.
In that case, you can synchronize your recording so the spot is exactly representing
the sound you just hear.

Import a recording
To import an audio recording, tap and hold the
audio play button. This will open the
recordings manager. It will show you a list of
all your recordings belonging to the current
song.
Herein you may also import an audio file. The
currently supported audio formats are:
mp3
m4a

wav
aif or aiff
caf
If you'd like you can start right now and import
the provided recording for the song ,The
Entertainer'.
As you can see on the left, you may also play
the recordings with the audio player at the
lower part of the box.
When practicing you may sometimes wish to
adjust the pitch of a recording or to play it in a
slower tempo, which is achieved within this
audio player. If you have synced the audio with
your sheet, the moving spot will also adjust his
tempo.
The quality of thus processed audio will vary with the provided audio material;
recordings of a piano solo will more likely suffer by such a processing than a bigband
recording would. But, please do not complain about the quality; this feature is meant
as a free gift to all C a l y p s o S c o r e users and is probably not comparable to apps
specialized for this purpose.
In the toolbar of the recording manager are the audio import buttons.
With the leftmost button you may import a recording from an exported
recording. Those exported recordings may be already synchronized. If you tap on this
button, the usual import handling will start which is explained here.
By tapping on the import button in the
middle, you are presented with the file
selector to your public folder where you
choose the audio file to be imported. The
dialog will return to the list of recordings,
which now includes the just imported audio
file.
With the righmost button, you can import
songs from your iPod library. Those songs
are real imports and stay in C a l y o s o
S c o r e , even if you delete this song from
your iPod library. After the file is read, you
will be returned to your recordings list.

If you'd like, you can start the audio here without starting the song layout.
So tap anywhere outside this popover to dispose this popover, activate the audio play
button and start the song.
By tapping on the info
button on the right of a
recording entry of the list

you may edit the
performer of the
recording. By default,
this is set to the band
name of the current
song book.
With the export button
on the top right, you can export this recording. At the final export dialog you have the
choice to export just the audio file or to share it as a complete 'Calypso recording'
together with your synchronization data. Thus, one synced recording may be spread
to all band mates playing different instruments or scores of a common arrangement.

Synchronizing audio with your sheets
Often, an imported recording is played in another tempo as your predefined tempo.
When you start your song with the audio play button activated, you will realize, that
the spot advances in another tempo as your audio. But also your own recordings may
be out of sync, if you played it slightly slower or faster. Therefore, you may want to
synchronize a recording with your sheet. Prior to synchronisation you have to enter
the bar markers, though.
For a song being synced, you start the song together with both the audio play and
audio sync button set to on (activating the sync button will also activate the play
button). Then start the song at the first bar that will be heared in the music. From
time to time, you then just tap the bar you're currently hearing. That's it!
In theory, it would be enough to start the song and when you hear the last bar
playing, you tap on this last bar. If all jumps are exactly set as they are played in
audio, this would be enough for C a l y p s o S c o r e to calculate the right tempo and
play the tune totally in sync.
But often, a performance varies in tempo and it's desireable to take this into account.
The provided mp3 of ,The Entertainer' is exactly of such a type. The intro is played
not so fast and ends with a typical rit. before the first theme starts. In this recording,
this will often happen: before a repetition or a new theme starts, you will hear a more
or less slow down. Therefore, it is a good idea, to tap on each bar that is played a
little bit slower. Then tap also on the next bar that is played again in the normal
tempo. Those rit. bars are in our song #4, #20 (first ending), #21 (second ending) and
so on. Therefore you should tap bar #4, #5, #20, #5 (start of the repeat), #21, #22
(start of new theme) and so on.
The timing when you tap the bars is rather important and must be done at the very
beginning of a bar (at the exact ,one'). If you tap 3/10th sec too early or too late and
afterwards watch the spot with the synced audio, that may interfere with your
understanding of good timing. But, that really doesn't matter, because you may edit
your sync markers after your've synced the complete song.
So, just do it: sync your song with the audio now. If the first attempt didn't succeed,
then read on.

Ok. I assume, you were out of luck or have the feeling, that wasn't a really good
approach. But as i said, that doesn't matter. You will get experienced after some more
songs.

If you really are not satisfied with your attempt,
you could tap and hold the sync button and you
will be asked, whether you want to delete all
sync markers and start all over. This may be the
option of choice after the first trial. Do it, if you
think so and come back later to edit some sync
markers.
To show the sync markers, switch
the audio sync button OFF and
ON. If you are satisfied with your
sync, the shown sync markers of
the first page should look as on
the right (bar #1, bar #4 & #5, bar
#19, #20 & #21).

Simple sync marker show the
time (in red), when the recording reaches this bar. Because you tapped the bar #5
twice as adviced, this is a multiple sync mark. The time values can only be seen,
when you double tap those markers.

Double tapping the first sync mark in question (probably the
one for bar #4) will open the sync marker editor. There you
can touch the editable time value and enter the time with the
upcoming keyboard. In most cases, it is sufficient, to tap the
down/up button to increase or decrease the time in 0.1s
steps. Increase this time value, if the audio reaches that bar
later. Decrease it, if you tapped a little too late (which is the
normal case).

When you double tap a multi sync mark, you get a
chronological list of all timevalues. Tapping the
'info' will provide you with the just mentioned single
sync mark editor.

As with all other markers, you can delete sync
markers. Tapping a single sync marker shows you
the minus sign to use for deletion. To delete one or
more time values of a multiple sync, you must
double tap it and delete the row by swiping the
entry in the list and confirm the delete.
As you can sync your imported recordings, you
can also sync your own recordings (and so fool your teacher, if you lost your perfect
timing).
To sync a recording isn't as difficult as it may seem to you now. After you got some
experience with it, you will do that job with ease.

The Setlist Preparation Mode
Whether you are a member of a band or you're a solo entertainer making
music for weddings and other events, you sooner or later would appreciate to
have your songs collected in a list of sets.
This probably couldn't be easier than with the setlist editor of C a l y p s o S c o r e .
Here is a screenshot to give you an overview of this mode. As opposed to the other
song modes the setlist preparation mode is best handled in landscape view.

At a first glance, the amount of data may be overwhelming but at a second look, you
will admit that it is well organized: on the left is the well known list of songs of your
current band book. In the middle you see the songs assigned to the various sets. And
on the right is a list of all sets.
To insert the selected song from the song list on the left, tap on
remove the currently selected song out of a set, tap on

. To

.

A song is inserted just right after the currently selected song of the set. If no setlist
song is selected, it will be instead inserted as the last song of the currently selected
set of the list on the right.
These buttons will make a new set or delete the selected set.

Following is the best approach to make a setlist from ground up:
make one or more sets by tapping
select the first set
select a title in the song list on the left
tap on
to insert this song to the selected set. The song just added will
get a red bookmark sign.
select the next title on the left and tap that button again. The newly added song
will be added just after the current selected song in the set.
to start a new set, select this set on the right
add your song in the same manner as described

As you will assume, you can reorder the songs of your setlists by dragging
them with the aid of the reordering control.
The sets on the right can also be rearranged. That is a great feature for all
wedding band musicians, who often have fixed sets and only want to bring them in
the right order.
Those musicians will also appreciate name their two dozen sets accordingly. To do
so, you just tap & hold a set name which will thus become editable.
When back in the performance mode,
you can now choose to select the songs
from your setlists, which is called the
setlist selection mode. Tap on the set
lists button at the bottom of your song
list.

Here is to mention the two rightmost buttons in the bottom toolbar of the performance
mode. You don't need the song list anymore during your gig. You can now just tap the
left or right of those buttons to get to the previous or next song of your current set.

Import and Export
You may export setlists for your bandmates or to archive them for future use. In the

Calypso settings is an option to export only a single set. When you import a setlist
(without the songs) and a song is missing, this entry will be ignored.
The export may also include the songs themselfs and even the recordings. If you want
to export just selected songs of your songbook, just make a setlist of them and export
this setlist together with the songs (the scores).
Import and export is explained in depth here.
You also can mail your setlist as pure text to bandmates, which do not use Calypso.
Optional this might create a PDF-attachement with all music scores of your setlist.

The Image Composer
With the image composer you create or edit an image composed of one or more
extracted PDF pages or photos from your library. You can use the resulting images as
a cover or as a sheet of a song within a songbook.
You open the image composer in the song Edit Mode with the more menu, with either
the New or the Edit option. The image composer will also open if you double tap on a
cover in the book info or fake book info view. This lets you assign an image as the
book cover.
If you want to add a photo of your just photographed music score sheet, you'd simply
add that photo in the Song Edit mode.
In this chapter you'll learn how to overcome a more advanced task: merging two
pages of a music score into a single page. This will reduce the page count from 3 to 2
pages, which sometimes could be highly desireable.
This is the last page of a
very popular song, which
consists of just one piano
system. We want to put
these notes at the bottom
of the previous page,
which provides enough
space. So you select New
composed images from
the Song Editor's more
menu to open the Image
Composer.
In most cases you'll want to make an
image out of a pdf. So at first the
Image Composer will ask you to
choose a PDF from the list of your
local PDF files. For this demo we
choose the Skyfall.pdf. You then get
a full screen view of the first page.

As we want to merge page #2
with #3, you turn the page to #2
with the right arrow. You'll get
this. We zoom and position the
notes to minimize the white
border on the top and to leave
enough space at the bottom for
one additional piano system.
Then tap the +sheet button
besides the trash button. In the
Song Editing mode, this button
adds a the next page of the

current PDF as a new page to
the song. The behaviour in the
Image Composer is different,
though. Here, you'll get a new
layer from a copy of the current
layer, i.e. the same page # of
your current PDF. This new
layer is smaller, though.
First we will advance to page #3
and rotate, zoom and position
the PDF according to our needs.
Then we can resize that new
layer with the yellow handles
and finally position it to the
bottom of the screen.

Here is the result it should look
like.
If you are happy with your
assembled music score sheet,
tap the Add Image button,
which will create a new sheet in
your song.
You can continue and create
more sheets. Simply tap on
each layer to get the Editing
Tools and thus delete all layers.
When you're done, tap the
button.
This may sound complicated.
But if you just try it you'll see,
how easily you can assemble a
sheet with several snippets from
one or more PDF pages.

In most cases you won't need colored scores. But you can switch the color button to
ON to get the color of a PDF or an image. This will use much more internal and disk
memory than the b/w. But for book covers you'll usually use colored images.

The Fakebook Viewer
Especially among jazz musicians, so called fake books
are commonly used. These are mostly collections of
standards, i.e. well known songs often played in sessions.
The most important fake book is ironically called Real
Book. It was written and collected by two great jazz musicians: Steve Swallow and
Paul Bley. They transcribed and collected over 400 songs and distributed them with
no intention of any profit. This was in one sense illegal because of the infringements
of copyright laws, but it was also very helpful for an evolving young jazz community in
the 70's, when the music business was dominated by rock music.
If you have some of those commonly used fake books, you may scan them and make
pdf files of them. But there are also very helpful sources in the net, where you can get
a copy of your book. You may also buy and download legal copies elsewhere. Just
search the web.
C a l y p s o S c o r e knows many of the widespreaded fake books and over 100
Aebersolds. That means, you have a song index for each of these books. Just select
a song from an index and C a l y p s o S c o r e will instantly show you the score within
the pdf. You may even search for a title within a book. And - best of all - you may
search in all of your imported fake books.
You can of course create setlists out of fake book songs, record or assign audio files
to a song and create annotations into your score.

Assigning a pdf file to a fake book index
When you select the Fakebook viewer for the first time, you will
get an empty list of fake books. Activate the All button to get a list
of all the fake books C a l y p s o S c o r e currently knows. The list
will then look like on the left.
After you have imported some
fake books, you will see their
first page as a thumbnail
image indicating that it is
available.
As in the Songbook viewer
you can also star your fake
books and thus put your
favorites on top of the list.
But as long as you didn't
assign a PDF to an index, the
fake book won't open and
won't show you its songs. You
only you can modify some
properties:

The book name is the
name which appears in the
fake book list.
Next comes the file name
without the '.pdf' extension.
You could edit this name
but you should better use
the pdf assign button on the
top right.

If you tap this button, a list
of all PDFs of your public
folder will appear. Select
the proper PDF for that
current index. This will
enter its file name and also
will make a cover from its
first page. You can double
tap the cover and make
another image with the
image composer.

After you've assigned the PDF to an index, C a l y p s o S c o r e will move that PDF to
a hidden place thus leaving the public folder uncluttered. If you switch do not use
PDF to ON, the PDF will be moved back to the public folder where you can delete it
with iTunes or within the Files viewer. The index is in the original unassigned state.

You can temporarily deactivate a fake book with the switch active. This may be
useful, if you normally don't need the Bb and Eb editions of a fake books. Deactivated
books will all be shown, if you enable the All button in the list on the left. Thus you
can hide normally unused fake books but have fast access to them, when you need
them.

Using the fake books
If you've assigned a PDF and then open a book, you get a sorted
list of the titles, which you can then select to see the appropriate
page within the pdf. On the top of this song list, you may enter text
to search for all titles, which include this phrase. If you've opened
the special book All PDF songs, you may even search within all
your available fake books, including the currently deactivated ones.
With the sort button at the buttom you may also
sort the song list. Sorting by page# is very useful
when creating your own index.
As with the songs of the Songbook viewer you
can assign a colored tag to a song. The meaning
of the tags is completely up to you.

On the left of the sort button is
the song list selector where you
select between all songs or the setlist. You have the same setlist
editor you already know from the Songbook viewer. The only
difference is, whereas each song book has its own setlist all fake
books share the same setlist.

On top of the PDF view are the tools for this viewer. With the most left button the
currently selected song will be exported to a song book of your choice. This is a
shortcut for
creating a new song for the powerful
Songbook viewer
entering the title & composer
adding the sheets
The position, zoom and rotation of all sheets are
adopted from the current layout. This is mostly ok,
but sometimes you may want to re-edit the layout
of some sheets.
The two audio buttons have the same functions
as in the Songbook viewer. Because the Fakebook
viewer does not support the autolayout engine
known from the Songbook viewer, you cannot
synchronize music with your score. But you can record yourself and assign music files
to a composition as explained here.
Because of the database structure you assign a recording to a composition and not to

a PDF-entry. Thus the audio is available for every PDF entry linked to that
composition. For example, a recording assigned to 'All Of Me' of the Real Book 1 will
also be available in the Bb and the Eb version of that Real Book as well as in many
other fake books containing this tune.
If you activate the Editing
Tools, there will also
appear a page slider by
which you have fast access
to a specific page in a pdf.
This tool is also available in
the image composer and in
the Files viewer, if a pdf is
shown.

Create your own PDF index
You can easily create an index for your own PDF. Because you also can share an
index, there is a button to import a previously exported PDF index.
To create a new PDF index tap the New
button above the fake book list. This will
button and present you
select the
the info view shown on the right.
Because your new index won't open
when you select it, you first must assign
your PDF to this index as explained
above. Thus you will get this.
You can
now open
your new
fake book,
but you
will get an
empty
song list.

As you will see in a moment, it's best to turn your iPad to landscape
orientation. Then, before you start entering the song titles, you should
sort the empty list by page#.

Now tap the New button on top of the
song list which will create a new song
entry and immediatelly starts editing the
song meta data. Here you can edit the
song title and the composer / poet.

You cannot edit the from/to page# values
with the keyboard. Instead C a l y p s o
S c o r e gives you a much less error
prone capability: select the from page# or
the to page#, whichever you want to
change. Then simply browse to the page
in the PDF viewer on the right. Use the page slider or swipe left/right until you see the
first or last page of the currently edited song.
This is how it could look like when you just created your first song of your new fake
book index.

Tap the Done button of the edit panel when you're done.
Each time you create a new song, C a l y p s o S c o r e will assume this song starting
on the page following the currently visible page of the PDF. This is the reason why
you should sort by page# and enter the songs in the consecutive order as they appear
in the PDF. But there is another reason to do so, which will be clear when speaking
about editing an existing index.

Edting an existing fake book index
There often exists more than one version of a fake book PDF. They differ in some
missing or additional pages. If you have such a PDF, where the pages of some songs
do not match, your index becomes more or less useless. C a l y p s o S c o r e allows
you quickly adjust an index to your own PDF version.
To show you how easily you can adjust an index, let us assume you have a PDF with
missing pages 100 and 200. Thus the song 'Song at page 100' and 'Page 199-200
song', which consists of two pages, are missing and incomplete respectively.
You should find the first song which is not aligned because of the missing pages in
the PDF. You will find that 'Song at page 100' is not in the PDF and thus can delete
this entry by swiping it to the left. Then edit the following song 'Song at page 101',
which has a misaligned from page#.
Select the from page# parameter and
swipe the PDF once to the previous page.
This is the page which belongs to the
song. Tap Done.
C a l y p s o S c o r e has recognized the
modified start page. Because there are
songs following this current song,

C a l y p s o S c o r e now asks you,
whether it should adjust the from page# of
all following songs. As this is exactly what you want, tap Adjust All.
If that was the only missing page, you would now be perfectly happy with your
modified index. If you don't know, whether this was the only missing page, you could
simply check the last song of your page# sorted song list.
In our example you would realize that last song as also misaligned. So start over from
your recently adjusted song and find the next song with non matching pages. You'll
find that 'Page 199-200 song' misses its second page. Edit this song's to page# value
and tap Done. In this case, C a l y p s o S c o r e will not ask you, whether it should
adjust the pages of all following songs, because you very likely would adjust the next
song.
After you've finally adjusted this next song and also admitted to Adjust all, all songs of
your modified index are now perfectly aligned.
Because of this adjusting capability you should create your PDF entries in the order
they appear or else you would often be asked to adjust existing songs following the
current one.

Export & Import of a PDF index
Almost everything in C a l y p s o S c o r e can be exported to share it with other users
or to make personal backups of those data. The fake book indexes are no exception.
The export/import is explained in detail here.

Import from a csv file
The fake book import has another capability of great use for many users. It can import
the data of a PDF index with a csv file. csv files are commonly used for data export &
import. Apple's speadsheet app Numbers, as an example, can export its table data in
this format.
The structure of a csv file is simple: it's basically a table of N columns. The first line
contains a list of the column titles. The folowing lines contain the data of the columns.
The columns are mostly separated by semicolons.
Here's an example of a file which can import the data for a fake book:
pageFrom;composer;title;ignored column;pageTo
23;Arthur Fields;Aba Daba Honeymoon;;
28;;ABC;;
22;Steve Miller;Abracadabra;;
...
Important is the first line, where the relevant column titles should be named exactly
the same. Though, the order of the columns doesn't matter. Unknown columns are
ignored. An empty pageTo means the same value as in pageFrom. The file should be
encoded in UTF-8. That simply tells a computer, how some special characters like
german umlaute ü, ä or french é, à ... are represented. Most text editors can convert a
text file to that encoding.

As this is a list separated by semicolons, you must avoid them in the title or composer
fields. That would cause an error when you import the file. In this case the complete
import would abort and nothing would be imported. Calypso tells you the bogus line
number which you can then fix.
button as usual. In the
To import a PDF index from a csv file you tap the
upcoming file selector C a l y p s o S c o r e will also show you files with a '.csv'
extension.

Why you should often omit the composer name
When you edit a new fake book song you should leave the composer field empty.
Then C a l y p s o S c o r e will try to find it for you if it is a well known tune.You have a
much better chance, that Calypso will find 'its' composer name and thus assign the
fake book entry to an already known composition.
As an example consider the song Chega de Saudade, which is listed in various fake
books as
Chega de Saudade, Tom Jobim
Chega de Saudade (No More Blues), Jobim
No More Blues, Antonio Carlos Jobim
...
These different entries are now just one composition in Calypso's database. The fake
book entries all use this composition besides its own page numbers. There are many
other tunes which are 'unified' in that way.
The advantages are:
- the original index was 12MB in size, the new just 2.5 MB, which means better
memory usage.
- Editing the song title of just one fake book entry will basically edit the composition
and thus also fix all other fake book entries - if you leave the composer untouched!. If
you also edit the composer name, that is a completely different story. That will create
a new composition.
- If you assign an audio file to a fake book entry, this audio is assigned to the related
composition. Thus, all fake book entries related to this composition have this audio
available!
Whenever appropriate, you should use the
proposed song titles and composer names to
also take advantage of common
compositions.

List of currently known fakebooks
(The names in (brackets) are the filenames, which C a l y p s o S c o r e
automatically recognizes, if it is equally written)
557 Standards (557 Standards.pdf)
557 Standards Eb (557 Standards Eb.pdf)
Bill Evans Fake Book (Bill Evans Fake Book.pdf)

Classic Rock Fake Book (Classic Rock Fake Book.pdf)
Colorado Cookbook (Colorado Cookbook.pdf)
Cuban Fake Book Vol. No 1 (Cuban Fake Book.pdf)
Disney Fake Book (Disney Fake Book 2nd Edition.pdf)
Django Fakebook (Django Fakebook.pdf)
Duke Ellington Real Book (The Duke Ellington Real Book.pdf)
Firehouse Jazz Band Fake Book (Firehouse Jazz Band Fake
Book.pdf)
Great Rock Fake Book (Great Rock Fake Book.pdf)
Jazz Fakebook (Jazz Fakebook.pdf)
Jazz LTD (Jazz LTD.pdf)
Latin Real Book (Latin Real Book.pdf)
Library of Musicians' (Library of Musicians' Jazz.pdf)
Miles Davis Real Book (Miles Davis Real Book.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 1 (New Real Book 1.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 1 Bb (New Real Book 1 Bb.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 1 Eb (New Real Book 1 Eb.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 2 (New Real Book 2.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 2 Bb (New Real Book 2 Bb.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 2 Eb (New Real Book 2 Eb.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 3 (New Real Book 3.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 3 Bb (New Real Book 3 Bb.pdf)
New Real Book Vol 3 Eb (New Real Book 3 Eb.pdf)
Original Legal Musician's (Original, Legal, Musician's.pdf)
Real Bebob Book (The Real Bebob Book.pdf)
Real Book 1 (5th Ed.) (Real Book 1.pdf)
Real Book 1 (5th Ed.) Bb (Real Book 1 Bb.pdf)
Real Book 1 (5th Ed.) Eb (Real Book 1 Eb.pdf)
Real Book 2 (5th Ed.) (Real Book 2.pdf)
Real Book 2 (5th Ed.) Bb (Real Book 2 Bb.pdf)
Real Book 2 (5th Ed.) Eb (Real Book 2 Eb.pdf)
Real Book 3 (5th Ed.) (Real Book 3.pdf)
Real Book 3 (5th Ed.) Bb (Real Book 3 Bb.pdf)
Real Book 3 (5th Ed.) Eb (Real Book 3 Eb.pdf)
Real Book 4 (The Real Book Volume 4.pdf)
Real Book 4 Eb (The Real Book Volume 4 - Eb.pdf)
Real Book 5 (The Real Book Volume 5.pdf)
Real Book 5 Eb (The Real Book Volume 5 - Eb.pdf)
Real Book 6 (The Real Book Volume 6.pdf)
Real Book 6 Bb(The Real Book Volume 6 - Bb.pdf)
Real Book 6th Edition (Real Book 6th ed.pdf)
Real Book 6th Ed Bb (Real Book 6th ed Bb.pdf)
Real Book CD 1 (Realcd1.pdf)
Real Book CD 2 (Realcd2.pdf)
Real Book CD 3 (Realcd3.pdf)
Real Christmas Book (Real Christmas Book.pdf)
Real Easy Book (Real Easy Book.pdf)
Real Latin Book (The Real Latin Book.pdf)
Real Latin Book - Bb (The Real Latin Book - Bb.pdf)
Real Pop Book (The Real Pop Book.pdf)
Real R&B Book (The Real R&B Book.pdf)
Real Rock Book 1 (Real Rock Book 1.pdf)
Real Rock Book 2 (Real Rock Book 2.pdf)
Real Vocal Book (Real Vocal Book.pdf)

Slick Book 1 (The Slickbook 1.pdf)
Slick Book 2 (The Slickbook 2.pdf)
The Best Fake Book Ever (The Best Fake Book Ever.pdf)
The Book (The Book.pdf)
The Great Gig Book (The Great Gig Book.pdf)
The Real Book Of Blues (The Real Book Of Blues.pdf)
The Standards Real Book (The Standards Real Book (C
Version).pdf)
The World's Greatest Fake Book (The World's Greatest Fake
Book.pdf)
The Ultimate Broadway Fake Book (The Ultimate Broadway Fake
Book.pdf)
This Is The Ultimate Fake Book (This Is The Ultimate Fake
Book.pdf)
100+ Aebersold
Credits go to the forum users
JimChw
Flip Hayes
Jerry Silver
Tommaso Marchese
bensonmaam
LaFaro
coltrane
Jörg Spix
Patrick J.
for providing their fake book indexes. Thank you!
Always have a look in the Calypso forum where kind users share their own indexes.

The Files Viewer
There is one more general mode called the Files viewer.
As the name implies, you here have access to your public
folder. This is the folder, to which you have also access
with iTunes of your desktop computer.
The Files viewer currently serves for the following purposes:
access, browse and view all your files
delete files, you don't need anymore
rename your files
get any file from the usual sources (iCloud, Dropbox, Bluetooth, WiFi)
share any file over iCloud/Dropbox or with other Calypso users over Bluetooth
and WiFi
get music scores, audio files and Calypso export files straight from the internet
with the built-in browser
quickly make a song with all pages of a pdf
If the All switch is turned OFF, you only have access to
your pdf files, These are the most used file types in
Calypso. If you turn this switch to ON, you can also see
other file types (e.g. mp3 files). Those other files will be
presented by the system file viewer. The system file
viewer allows you to hear audio files or view text or videos
(tutorials from YouTube). The system file viewer also can
send files to other apps via 'open in ...'.
If you swipe a list entry to the left, you get an Edit and a Delete button. Tapping the
Delete button will delete the file. This is not undoable! To cancel a delete, just tap
anywhere else.
If you delete a recording from the list of the recordings manager, the assigned audio
file will be moved to this public folder, where you can delete it or copy it to your
desktop computer with iTunes.
If you switch the do not use PDF option of a fake book to OFF, the assigned pdf file
will also be moved to this folder.
If you tap the Edit button, you get some additional info
about that file and you can edit its file name.
On the top right is the export button, by which you share
the currently selected file with other Calypso users over
Bluetooth or WiFi or you can send it to iCloud/Dropbox or
attach it to a mail.
You may already know the left button: as in the Fakebook
viewer it enables you to quickly make a new song from
the currently selected pdf. To do so, you should turn the
iPad to portrait orientation. Then align and zoom one page. This layout will be used
for every page of the pdf. So make sure, the largest page fits on the screen. As usual
you can re-adjust the layout of some pages afterwards in the song edit mode, as long
as you didn't delete the pdf.
The title and the composer of the song is taken from the pdf info: the pdf title will be
the title of the song and the author of the pdf will be assigned to the composer name.
Those data are often provided in a pdf (with the 'preview' application of any Mac you
can 'print a document as pdf'; when you're asked for a filename, you have the
opportunity to enter these data before you finally save the pdf).
Tapping on Files will as usual pin the list to avoid the

automatic disappearance.

By tapping on the import button, you can import a file of any type. This is explained in
detail in the import/export chapter. Because this is the list of your public folder, import
from iTunes is not enabled (which would mean 'import from the public folder').
The globe will start the built-in browser.
On top of the big screen is the Editing Tools switch which also provides a page
slider known from the Fakebook viewer.

The built-in browser
When you tap on the globe button above the file list, a browser will appear. The first
time it will open the Calypso forum.

You can enter any internet address and C a l y p s o will remember the manually
entered address and go to there the next time the browser opens. If you leave the
address field empty and tap the Return button, the browser goes to the default
address. This address may be changed in the global preferences of C a l y p s o .
A clicked link for a pdf
file will download it into
your public folder as in
the following image,
when you tap the
download arrow besides
the PDF.
Equally a linked audio
file (mp3, wav ...) or an
export file of C a l y p s o
will also download that
file.

The bookmark manager
If you tap on the book icon, the bookmark manager will
open his list of bookmarks. This list is preloaded with +30
links to internet sites all offering free music scores.
By tapping the '+' button, you add the current internet
address to this list. The order of the entries can be
changed by switching on the Edit Button.
By tapping on a i-button you can edit a bookmark as
shown in the following image:

If you tap the compass symbol in the toolbar, the currently shown site will open in
Safari.
To exit the browser, tap on the Done button.

Taps & Swipes
Especially in the performance mode you should master the gestures to achieve
various actions. This is intentionally not done with any buttons or menus, because
those are mostly hidden to read the full score. Please familiarize with all the
capabilities - each one could be helpful!
A single tap on a music score sheet has various functions depending on
the area you tap. As shown on the left, tapping in the middle will hide the
toolbars on the top and bottom. Tapping on the red area will turn the
page. And tapping on the lower left/right will change the song. This song
changing behavior can be switched off in the preferences.
There are situations where a single tap has a different meaning:
when editing bars
when editing annotations
when a song is playing or paused
In the latter case you can hide/show the top and the bottom toolbar with a
single two finger tap. Thus you can activate the metronome or the sync
mode on the fly.

The following gestures are only applicable, if the song currently is not playing.
• A simple swipe will turn the page. If the song is playing, those swipes are
disabled. This is to prevent accidental page turns when you just wanted to tell
C a l y p s o S c o r e your currently played bar (more later).
• Swipe with two fingers to go to the first or last page of the song. Very useful
during rehearsals (also only if the song is not playing).

• Move down/up. By moving one finger down or up not too fast, you enter the
manual layout mode. The page divider appears and shows the next or previous
page. This is especially handy when you practice an area of which some bars are on
the following page:

As an example, assume
you want to repeat the bars
#23 to #35 of ,Fur Elise'.
With the manual layout
mode you can fix the layout
as shown in the screenshot,
where the specified area
was colored.
Below the divider you see
the lower part of page #1
whereas the upper part of
the image shows part of the
next page of the score.
Thus you can constantly
see all bars you currently
want to practise.

Once this mode is entered,
you can drag the divider
around as you like. At the
top and the bottom of the
page, the divider will move
off the screen and so leave
this mode.

If you enter the manual
layout mode by moving
down, the divider appears
from the top and reveals
the following page. This is
the same behavior as in the
automatic layout during song play.
If you enter the manual layout mode by moving your finger up, the divider appears
from the bottom and shows you the preceding page. If you are on the first page of a
song, there is no preceding page and therefore nothing will happen. The same is true,
if you are on the last page and move your finger down: there is no next page to be
shown.
• You may also enter the manual layout mode by moving two fingers. The difference
to the afore mentioned layout mode is, that moving down reveals the preceding page,
whereas moving up reveals the next page.
The page numbers on the page indicator will show you the
difference of both modes.

Next follow the various possibilities to start a song.
• You already know it: Double tapping on the screen will start the song at that tapped
bar.
But, as you can easily imagine, this could make you a little nervous, if you have to
start your song and immediately start to play your instrument.
In some situations it's suitable to start with a precount, as the drummer
of a band often does. Open the play preference popover by tap and
hold on the metronome. Select the amount of precount bars and also
select only PC (precount) at the bottom.
If you now start your song with a double tap, a

,countdown' will appear before the spot starts to
move.

This is more or less similar to your drummer.
The question will be, whether your drummer would accept that
your iPad does his job.
Therefore, there are further options to start the song.
• A single tap is sufficient to start the song, if you are in manual layout mode or if the
metronome is already running.

The Listener
• A very usefull gesture to start a song is tap & hold (also known as a long press) on
any bar. When you do this, the listener appears:
The listener is an extremely
useful tool to start a song at the
tapped bar. It listenes to the
environment sound and starts the
song, when the sound level
exceeds a specified value.
With the slider on the right you
enter the trigger level, which is
indicated by the small red triangle.
If you or your band start playing,
the sound level should exceed this
trigger level and cause the listener
to disappear and the song to start
at the pointed bar.
If the listener is active, you may
also single tap elsewhere to start
the song there. This could be
helpful, if the trigger level was too
high and the listener therefore
missed your entry.
With the listener active, you may
adjust the tempo temporarily (only
for the next run). This is very
useful, if your bandleader want to
excercise a part of a song in a slower tempo. Just tap on the listener as he counts in.
If that tapped tempo is half the normal tempo shown on the right button, the complete
song - including tempo changes within the song, will be played in the half tempo. The
predefined tempo though is not changed.
With the click button on the top right of the listener, you may switch the metronome on
with the tempo at the pointed bar. This tempo may be different from the starting tempo
of the song specified in the songs parameter. That's a handy feature to get a feeling
for the tempo anywhere within a song.

The Timeline
At the bottom of the listener is the Timeline. When you tap on a bar, you tell Calypso
where to start within the score. But: when this bar occures more than once during a
performance, indicating the bar is not sufficient. Perhaps you want to start at this bar
but at a later time of the performance.
On the above image the listener points to the very first bar of a song (you all certainly
know this song, don't you). This bar is only played once at the beginning of the song.
But in the next picture, the situation is completely different:
Here, the bandleader wants
to start at bar #13 and then
jump immediately into the
Coda.
You can see three lines in the
Timeline. Every line indicates
the occurence of this bar #13
in time. Shortly after the first
occurence it must be played
in the repetition of this part.
Later in the song is a jump to
the Segno, whereafter again
bar #13 must be played,
shortly before the jump to the
Coda.
When the listener appears,
the leftmost line is green and
thus marked as selected. To
start the song shortly before
the jump to Coda, simply tap
on the rightmost line or drag
the green selection mark to
the right. The green line will
always snap at a yellow
marker.
If you (single) tap a bar to start the song manually, the song will start at that bar but at
the nearest point in time to the selected Timeline marker.
To start the song with the listener is very useful and should be your prefered way to
start your song. But it's not applicable, if the ambient sound is too loud or if it could be
disturbed by spontanous applaus or standing ovations.
If you have a Bluetooth page turner connected, you may also start the song by
tapping its forward switch. The backward switch will instead stop the listener, which
then will disappear.

When the song is currently playing (i.e., the spot is moving), you have the following
options:
• All musicians know, that you're not playing a tune always in the exact same tempo.
This is frequently due to variations of your daily mood (or intentionally). When you
recognize, that the spot has moved some bars ahead or behind your actually played
bar, you can tap on a bar to indicate your current position. C a l y p s o S c o r e will
set its position there and even estimate and adjust your real current tempo. After you
stopped the song, it will forget about that.
Though in most cases you won't miss any foot switches, with such a device connected
you will be able to adjust the tempo hands free.

• Eventually it could happen, that you must turn pages during your performance. As
mentioned above, the simple swipe gestures to turn pages are then disabled (for
good reasons - believe me). But you can pause the song by swiping up or down. The
divider will vanish in the same direction and a hint on the top will indicate the such
entered paused state.
In this paused state you may turm
pages by the usual swipes. A single
tap will continue playing at the
specified bar.
To stop a playing or paused song, just double tap anywhere.

Data Export and Import
Whether you want to share your work with other Calypso users or you just want to
backup part of your work to iCloud, you use the extensive export/import features of
Calypso Score.
You may export
a single song with or without all its recordings
a single recording, for bandmates with other scores than yours
a single set or the complete setlist with or without the songs and recordings
a complete songbook, again just the scores or with all recordings
a fake book index, with or without the PDF
or just any file of your files listed in the Files viewer
You may export/import to/from
local documents folder (public folder)
iCloud
Dropbox
Bluetooth or WiFi (WLan)
eMail or any other app you used the 'open in ...' feature
By iTunes, you use the public folder to which you have access from iTunes of your
desktop computer. This is the same procedure as when you put your pdf sheets or
audio files into C a l y p s o S c o r e . It is explained here.
The buttons for import and export always look as shown in the image on the left: the
left button imports and the right one exports data.

Whether you want to import or export, you will be asked, how
you want to share your data.
In case you want to import from iTunes, iCloud or the Dropbox,
you then choose a file from the file selector:

As you see in the right image, you not only can share the setlist for the next gig but
you may also archive your setlists in the cloud and recall them later.
In the next step you will see a box which looks more or less the
same for both import and export.
In case you want to export to iTunes, iCloud or Dropbox, you

may enter a descriptive filename here. When sharing over
Bluetooth or WLan, this input field does not appear.
If you share a setlist, you have the option to include the songs
in the output. Thus, you can make a selection of songs as a
setlist and export these selected songs. Thus exported songs
are put together in a file named '.calsongs' and can also
imported with the import button above the song list (i.e., these
files be imported as a sitlist and as songs as well).
If you are sharing songs, you also have the option to include
(all) recordings of each song. There is no way to include only
selected recordings.
When importing a file, you may also use these just mentioned options. If you disable a
switch, those data are ignored during the import.

When you export a recording, you have the option to export
only the audio file (mp3, caf, ...) or share the recording to other
C a l y p s o users as a recording file including all the
synchronization data.

Bluetooth & WiFi (WLan)
You can very easily share your data with a nearby Calypso-friend. In the first dialog
you just choose Bluetooth or WiFi. The data transfer is fastest, if you both are
connected to the same WiFi network. But even without a WiFi sharing is possible.
Calypso then uses a Bluetooth connection, which must be switched ON on both
iPads.
You both prepare the data exchange. The one does an export, the other one does an
import. Of course you both share the same data type, a setlist for example. It does
not work, if one prepares the import of a setlist while the other want to send a song.
After you both started sharing over Bluetooth or WiFi, you just tap the Start
button.Then both devices have to find each other and connect before the data file is
actually transmitted.
After the sender started the export C a l y p s o S c o r e will
first create the export file. Then the box on the left will
appear. After the receiver also started the import, this box
will change and list the receivers iPad:

Now the
sender must choose the receiver's
iPad to invite the receiver to get the
file.

After the receiver accepted the
invitation, the file transfer will start
and the progress can be observed:

Mail
When you export by email, you will be presented with
the usual email dialog where you enter the recipient.
The mail has a file attached, which the receiver can
open within mail on his iPad:

In case you export setlists, these will also be included
as plain text. Thus your export of setlists can also be
useful for non Calypso users (which will become a very
rare species among musicians in the near future, btw).
After C a l y p s o S c o r e was opened by mail or any other app you used the 'open in
...' feature, the import does not automatically start. This is because you have to open
a songbook first, to which you want to import the song or the setlists. If you then
select import from mail, you must choose a file from the list of attachments previously
opened with the mail app.

Within the preferences you may decide, whether an imported file should be deleted
after it was successfully imported.

Get Stuff in and out
To provide C a l y p s o S c o r e with pdf or audio files, you have two options:
by mail or other apps, which offer sharing to other apps
by iTunes on your desktop computer

... by mail or other apps
Besides mail there are other apps which can
share files with C a l y p s o S c o r e . But
mostly you would use the mail app for this
purpose. If you there have an attachement
which is a pdf or an audio file (as mp3, caf,
aif, m4a or wav), you can tap & hold on this
attachement and select 'Open in ...'. From
the list of supporting apps select C a l y p s o
S c o r e , which will then be opened. The
attached file is thus in the public folder of
Calypso Score.

... by iTunes
With iTunes on your desktop computer you have access to the public public folder of
some of your apps. You may put files herein or drag them out and make a copy of
them on your desktop computer. This is the way to make a backup of all your songs
of C a l y p s o S c o r e , which is explained in a moment.
Following is a detailed description on how to put pdf or audio files into the public
folder of C a l y p s o S c o r e :
When you have connected your iPad to your Computer, start iTunes on
your Mac or PC and select the iPad in the list of devices as shown on the
left

select Apps

scroll down until you see a list of sharing Apps
select C a l y p s o S c o r e

Now you can see the contents of the public folder
of C a l y p s o S c o r e . These files can also be
seen from within the Files viewer.
Drag one or more pdf or audio files from your
Mac or PC over this list. iTunes will make a copy
of them in the within C a l y p s o S c o r e , which now has access to these files. You
can also drag files out of this folder to your desktop and thus make a copy of those
files. And by pressing the delete or backspace key, you can delete previously
selected files.

How to make a backup
Backup using iTunes
All of your work - songbooks, songs, synchronization data and annotations - is saved
in just one file named 'Calypso.sqlite' inside the public folder. Therefore you have
also access to this file from within iTunes (the icon may vary):

To make a backup of your whole work, ...

... just drag Calypso.sqlite to your desktop.
Probably you want to move it from there into a save place.
It never happened to me nor to one of my beta testers, that the database file got
corrupt. But that does not mean, it will never happen to you. So, do it as a favor to me
and you and make a backup from time to time.

Backup to iCloud / Dropbox
There is another option to save your work: just export to iCloud and/or Dropbox your
songbooks, single songs or setlists, which should include the songs themselfs and
probably also the recordings. Export and import is explained here.

Page Turner Support
C a l y p s o S c o r e was designed to do a really good job without the need of an
external page turner device. But in some situations such a device could nevertheless
be helpful.
C a l y p s o S c o r e supports Bluetoothand MIDI page turners as well. Normally they
act as expected and turn pages back and forth. But in the performance mode, the
behavior of a page turner is other than expected as will be explained in a moment.

How to connect a Bluetooth page turner
First you should connect your Bluetooth page turner with your iPad. This is called
'pairing' and is explained in detail within the documentation of your Bluetooth device.
After your page turner is connected, the small Bluetooth icon in the status bar on the
top right is no longer dimmed.
Then, enter C a l y p s o S c o r e
and open the global preferences.
There turn ON the switch Use a
Bluetooth page turner or Use a MIDI
page turner. For now leave the
switch 'Message page turner
connections' ON.
As soon as the page turner is
recognized, a message page turner
connected will appear and the small
page turner indicator will switch its
color from red to green, which
indicates a connected page turner.
If for any reasons the connection to
the page turner is lost, the small
light within the metronome will
become red and an appropriate
message appears.
When you are familiar with connecting your device,
you may turn those messages off in the global
preferences.

When you use a page turner for the first time, you must configure its switches. Tap on
assign page turner buttons to get the configuration panel.
The upper part Available input
devices is only visible for MIDI page
turners. Normally you just select the
only available device.
In the lower part the four possible
functions for a page turner button
are listed. To assign a button to
such a funtion, select that function
and then simply press the button
you wish to assign to that function.

What does a page turner do?
A MIDI page turner sends a MIDI control to which C a l y p s o S c o r e reacts.
A Bluetooth page turner or one that's connected with a cable acts as an external
keyboard. As such it sends the keycodes to the iPad. The keycodes depend on the
model and/or it's configuration. In most cases these are PageUp, Home, ArrowLeft,
PageDown, EndOfText, ArrowRight.
The downside of acting as an external keyboard is, that the internal keyboard will
normally not appear any more. You can check this by opening the notes app and
trying to enter text; you won't get the virtual keyboard if your page turner is connected.
A special trick within C a l y p s o S c o r e re-enables the internal keyboard when it is
required. But when no page turner is connected, this trick sometimes causes the
keyboard to appear when it should not. Therefore, if you don't use a page turner, you
should turn the Use a Bluetooth page turner preference switch to OFF.

The page turner in the performance mode
As mentioned earlier, the page turner does not act as expected after you started a
song in the performance mode. Instead it acts in the following manner:

Start the song
When the listener is visible, a 'forward' press will start the song at the specified bar
whereas a 'backward' press will stop the listening. Starting a song hands free with the
listener should be your prefered method, especially if you use a page turner.
If the preference option start listener at bar #1 is ON, a forward press will activate the
listener at bar #1.

Accelerate and decelerate the moving spot
If the spot is moving, a forward or backward press of the page turner will immediately
advance to the next bar or the start of the current bar respectively. Additionally it will
accelerate/decelerate the spot for one or more bars. The amount of bars this tempo
change will hold on can be configured in the preferences by entering a value for the
'tempo adjustment bars' parameter. If you'd change the default value to 2 bars and
accelerate the spot by pressing once the forward switch, the spot will advance

immediately to the next bar and starting from there advance the next two bars twice as
fast as the normal speed. In addition C a l y p s o S c o r e assumes you are playing
faster as usual and therefore adjusts the tempo until the end of the song or until the
next tempo marker.
If you decelerate your tempo by pressing the backward switch, C a l y p s o S c o r e
acts accordingly.
You may press a switch more than once. As long as you are in an accelerated or
decelerated state, each press will prolonge the acceleration/deceleration for one more
bar. As an example, if you have set the 'tempo adjustment bars' parameter to 3 bars
and tap the forward switch two times, the faster tempo would last for 3+1 bars.
The accelerated or decelerated state will be terminated at once by pressing the
opposite switch once.

Usual page turns during a pause
During a paused state and all other
states in the performance mode the
device acts as the usual page turner.

When the song stopped
If the song stopped on the last bar or a 'Fine', you can switch to the next song of the
setlist by tapping the forward switch of the page turner.

Play a complete musical without any touches
Drummers hold their sticks in hand and therefore are handicapped more than any
other musician when interacting with an iPad screen. But once a drummer told me, he
was able to play a complete musical consisting of 150 pages by using C a l y p s o
S c o r e (almost) without using his fingers. All he used was a page turner to start the
songs and switch to the next song. Ok, he had to prepare the songs in advance, but
he claimed, it was worth the time especially when he saw some colleagues struggling
with their music scores.

Global Preferences
Most of the preference options are explained in the view itself. Here are some
additional infos, though:

Rate Calypso
If you like C a l y p s o please consider to rate my
app or write a review. That would help me a lot.
If you have any complains or want to see a new
feature, do not hesitate to mail me!

Connected band
The band mode to remotely control Calypso on
your friends iPad isn't officially released yet. If
you want to try this upcoming feature, please get
in touch with me.

Page Turner
If you're not using a Bluetooth page turner, you
should switch this OFF.
The following options are only visible if you've
switched a page turner usage ON:
tempo adjustment bars # is the amount of bars
the spot should stay in the faster/slower tempo.
After you are familiar with the connecting
procedure, you may also want to turn the
connection messages OFF.
For full control by a page turner during a gig, you
can swith the last two options in this section to
ON.

User Interface
Always close stickies puts the stickies to the
shrinked state if you select another song. Thus
the stickies are always closed if you open a song
again.

Behavior
Tips & guides, as useful as they are even for
the experienced user, should be switched off
during a gig. Most tips show up only 2 or 3
times.
You can again convert the screenshots of your
v3 songs to real PDF pages after you've
provided some missing PDF files.

Always close stickies puts the stickies to the
shrinked state if you select another song. Thus
the stickies are always closed if you open a song
again.
If Disable device auto-lock is ON, the iPad will
not go to sleep as long as C a l y p s o S c o r e
is open for 15 min without user interaction.
When a song is started and you see the moving
spot, the iPad is never allowed to go to sleep.
If Song books do not have their own set lists,
all books will share one set list. You can toggle
this switch as you like, no set list will be lost.
If auto hiding list is ON, you can pin the list by
tapping on the list title.

Calypso moves fake book PDFs and audio files
to a hidden folder to keep the public folder
clean. If you switch Keep files in public folder
ON, C a l y p s o will move all files therein. This is
a useful option to make a full backup or to move
all files to another iPad.

If you delete a song book and Delete songs
when deleting a song book is ON, C a l y p s o
will only delete songs, if they are not linked to
another song book.
Similarly to the above option, C a l y p s o will
delete the compositions only, if they are not
used anymore.
v5 has a highly curated fakebook library. So it
may be desirable to export your own fake book
indexes and then delete all fakebooks. This will
later import the curated indexes.
You may instead import only the new fakebooks
of v4. Then switch on Import default fake
books, which will preserve your existing books.

Predefined Text
If you use the genre & style metadata in your
song, you should select your prefered one. Also
if you are in jazz, let C a l y p s o propose you
well known composers and song titles.

Internet
Here you can enter the internet address of your
preferred music score library. If you leave the
web address field in the built-in browser empty
and tap the return key, this site will open.
When Calypso starts up it will go to calypsoscore.com and look for interesting news.
Visit the Calypso forum to ask and more.

